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SEX. MURDER. SECRETS. LIES. A MISSING BABY.  
HER MOTHER BEHIND BARS. THIS GROUND-BREAKING 
THREE-PART TELEVISION EVENT INVESTIGATES  
ONE OF AUSTRALIA’S MOST NOTORIOUS CRIMES.

HD 3 x episodes 
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

Award-winning journalist Caro Meldrum-Hanna 
launches her most gripping investigation yet –  
into the disappearance of two-day old Tegan Lane 
and the conviction of her mother Keli Lane  
of her murder.

In December 2010, Keli Lane was found guilty  
of murdering her newborn daughter Tegan, whose 
body has never been found. During the entirely 
circumstantial case, the prosecution argued  
Keli killed Tegan because having a child would 
interfere with her goal to play water polo for 
Australia at the 2000 Olympic Games.

Over the years Keli has steadfastly maintained 
her innocence, sticking to her story that after 
concealing her pregnancy from everybody, she  
had given Tegan to the baby’s father – a man 
named Andrew Norris, who has never been found. 
Now, 22 years after Tegan vanished, Keli has asked 
Caro to investigate her story.

Assisted by investigative journalist Elise 
Worthington, Caro sets out to test Keli’s claims 
and explore the mystery of Tegan’s disappearance. 
What dark secrets is Keli keeping? Is Tegan dead – 
or could she be alive? Was Keli’s trial a miscarriage 
of justice?

The team revisit key people in Keli’s life and track 
down new witnesses, revealing new information 
and material that has never been found. As the 
journalists piece together the puzzle of Keli Lane’s 
life, a different picture of her begins to emerge. 

The baffling nature of the case and its many 
players intensifies, as the series hurtles towards  
its suspenseful conclusion. Will Keli finally break 
her silence?

 

Also available: EXPOSED: The Ghost Train Fire

AWARDS

LOGIE Awards 2019:  
Nominee Most Outstanding Factual  

or Documentary Program

AACTA Awards 2019:  
Nominee Best Documentary  

or Factual Program, Best Editing  
in a Documentary Program

WALKLEY AWARDS 2019:  
Nomination Best Innovation,  
Nomination Best Production

TBI Content Innovation Awards 2019:  
Nomination Best Use  

of Social Media



EPISODE 1: 
TRUTH & LIES
The investigative team digs into Keli’s Lane’s 
childhood, her bizarre past of multiple 
pregnancies, and her determination to keep 
them secret.

Twenty-one years after the disappearance  
of two day old baby Tegan, journalist Caro 
Meldrum Hanna unexpectedly received a letter 
from one of the most controversial convicted 
murderers in Australian history: former water 
polo champion Keli Lane. Currently serving an 
18 year jail term for the murder of her newborn 
daughter, Keli long protested her innocence  
– and asked that Caro look into her case.

But given Keli has been found to be a serial liar 
about her multiple secret pregnancies, and her 
lies convinced a jury of her guilt, is she just lying 
all over again?



EPISODE 2: 
MISSING TO MURDER
Caro and Elise pry open the police investigation 
into the mysterious disappearance of her baby 
Tegan, making surprising discoveries that throw 
into question just how thorough the police  
really were.

As the investigative team begins to examine 
what happened, a mysterious figure makes 
contact offering new information.

In 2004, after a series of excruciating police 
interviews in which Keli Lane answered 
questions about her missing child without  
any legal representation, her secret world  
of hidden pregnancies was about to be publicly 
exposed – bringing her life crashing down.



EPISODE 3: 
BEYOND  
REASONABLE DOUBT
Keli Lane’s many lies about her secret 
pregnancies and adoptions comes back  
to haunt her when, after a two year Homicide 
investigation fails to obtain an admission  
of murder, she is sensationally charged with 
baby Tegan’s murder – despite there being  
no confession, murder weapon, body, or direct 
evidence to connect her to the crime. Despite 
that lack of concrete evidence and a clear motive 
that could reasonably be considered ‘beyond 
reasonable doubt’, the jury were convinced  
of her guilt.

Now eight years into Keli Lane’s 18 year prison 
sentence, will new evidence be discovered  
that supports Keli Lane’s claim of innocence,  
or confirm the guilty verdict? Caro and team 
track down new players and examine the 
memories of others, raising big questions. 
As they negotiate the intense psychological 
minefield at the heart of the saga, a new 
character shares some startling information.

Yet the burning question remains: Is Keli lying 
about the identity of baby Tegan’s father?  
The only person who can answer that  
is Keli Lane herself.


